We introduce a new discrepancy measure between two distributions that gives an indication on their similarity. The new measure, termed the Perturbed Variation (PV), gives an intuitive interpretation of similarity; it optimally perturbs the distributions so that they best fit each other. The PV is defined between continuous and discrete distributions, and can be efficiently estimated from samples. We provide bounds on the convergence of the estimated score to its distributional value, as well as robustness analysis of the PV to outliers. A number of possible applications of the score are presented, and its ability to detect similarity is compared with that of other known measures on real data. We also present a new visual tracking algorithm based on the PV, and compare its performance with known tracking algorithms.
D ETECTING equality between distributions is a fundamental area in statistics, with a range of applications in machine learning and computer vision. Given two sets of examples the question of similarity poses multiple challenges. In some scenarios it is interesting to ask whether or not the two sets were generated by similar distributions, in others it is interesting to know the degree of similarity. The first question is of statistical nature: it tests the hypothesis of similarity given the observations, while in the latter the focus is on quantifying the degree of similarity, which is often used in information retrieval and computer vision for ranking similarity of multiple couples. This work is concerned with defining a new similarity measure between distributions that has statistical guarantees and is also efficiently estimated from examples, making it attractive for rating similarity.
The concept of distributional similarity carries ambiguity that is not found in distributional equality. A test for similarity must determine the cutoff point of some similarity measure. The outcome of the test is measure dependent, unlike equality tests that have a single meaning for all measures. We instill meaning into the similarity test by providing an intuitive interpretation of the underlining similarity measure. Our interpretation of similarity is by small perturbations; that is, some permitted variation of the distribution's density. The Perturbed Variation, as implied by its name, measures the discrepancy between two distributions while allowing for some perturbation of each distribution. This type of similarity depends on the definition of "small changes" in a given domain.
Statistical discrepancy between distributions has been studied for decades, and a wide variety of distance scores with corresponding tests have been proposed. Among these tests is the well known Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for one dimensional distributions), and its generalization to higher dimensions by minimal spanning trees [6] . A different statistic is defined by the portion of k-nearest neighbors of each sample that belongs to different distributions; larger portions mean the distributions are closer [19] . More recently Kifer et al. proposed the d A distance, which is based on the maximum discrepancy on a chosen subset of the support [11] , and Gretton et al. the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), which defines discrepancy after embedding the distributions to a reproducing kernel hilbert space (RKHS) [8] . All of these statistics were designed for testing equality rather than similarity, known as the two-sample problem (TSP), a binary test of identity between the distributions. In general, turning an equality test to a similarity test is non trivial, as many times the test is based on the asymptotic distribution of the statistic conditioned on the equality assumption. In contrary, the PV statistic is defined specifically for similarity.
The available nonparametric scores for rating similarity between empirical samples of two distributions may be divided to two groups: scores that are computed directly on the examples and scores that are computed on a higher level abstractions of the data, such as histograms or clusters. The PV and the statistics presented above are of the first kind. The abstraction used in the second kind carries some information loss, yet it is usually imperative to the computational efficiency of the score. A common distance between histograms is the L 1 distance. Given two samples, the support is first partitioned into bins and then the total variation (TV) between the bins is computed. The choice of a "good" partition is nontrivial, and is exasperated in higher dimensions. Dismissing inter-bin movement of the weights is also a limitation. The earth mover's distance (EMD) [17] proposed by Rubner for image retrieval, is a score that also uses an abstraction to clusters but performs optimal intercluster transportation of the clusters' weight. The EMD is the empirical estimate of the classical Monge-Kantorovich transportation metric which is related to our proposed score; see Section 2 for further discussion. Yet, while the EMD transports the signatures' weights, the empirical estimate of the PV perturbs each sample, capturing a finer notion of similarity better suited for statistical testing. Computing optimal perturbations rather than a full optimal transportation plan also elevates the PV's computational efficiency; see Section 2.2. This work is motivated by the observation that measuring similarity by perturbations benefits from a perceptual domain specific interpretation as well as a fast estimation from samples. In addition to the similarity value, we provide a statistical interpretation of the score that allows for further inference to be done, for example, giving statistical justification for joining two samples in a clustering scheme. The computation of the score also gives indication of the similar areas between the samples. In Section 5.3 we present a visual tracking algorithm that uses the PV, and applies this type of information.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2, we define the PV on continuous and discrete distributions, as well as its estimate between two samples. Section 3 is concerned with the statistical properties of the PV. We present upper and lower bounds on the empirical estimate of the PV and its distributional forms, which provide grounds for using the PV for statistical testing of similarity. We also analyze the robustness of the score. Section 4 discusses how confidence intervals (CI) may be used for statistical inference. Finally, in Section 5 we suggest different applications for the similarity score and show its performance against available approaches.
THE PERTURBED VARIATION
The PV on continuous distributions is defined as follows: Definition 1. Let P and Q be two distributions on a Banach space X , and let MðP; QÞ be the set of all joint distributions on X Â X with mariginals P and Q. The PV, with respect to a distance function r : X Â X ! R and , is defined by
over all pairs ðX; Y Þ $ m, such that the marginal of X is P and the marginal of Y is Q.
Put into words, Equation (1) defines the joint distribution m that couples the two distributions such that the probability of the event of a pair ðX; Y Þ $ m being within a distance greater than is minimized. From this point on we drop the metric specification from the PV definition for brevity.
The solution to (1) is a special case of the classical mass transport problem of Monge [14] and its version by Kantorovich: inf m2MðP;QÞ R XÂX cðx; yÞdmðx; yÞ; where c : X Â X ! R is a measurable cost function. When c is a metric, the problem describes the first Wasserstein metric. Problem (1) may be rephrased as the optimal mass transport problem with the cost function cðx; yÞ ¼ 1 ½rðx;yÞ> , and may be rewritten as inf m 1 ½rðx;yÞ> mðyjxÞdy P ðxÞdx. The probability mðyjxÞ defines the transportation plan of x to y. The PV optimal transportation plan is obtained by perturbing the mass of each point x in its neighborhood so that it redistributes to the distribution of Q. These small perturbations do not add any cost, while transportation of mass to further areas is equally costly. Note that when P ¼ Q the PV is zero as the optimal plan is simply the identity mapping. Due to its cost function, the PV it is not a metric, as it is symmetric but does not comply with the triangle inequality and may be zero for distributions P 6 ¼ Q. Despite this limitation, this cost function fully quantifies the intuition that small variations should not be penalized when similarity is considered. In this sense, similarity is not unique by definition, as more than one distribution can be similar to a reference distribution.
The PV is also closely related to the total variation distance that may be written, using a coupling characterization, as TV ðP; QÞ ¼ inf m2MðP;QÞ P m X 6 ¼ Y ½ [18] . This formulation argues that any transportation plan, even to a close neighbor, is costly. Due to this property, the TV is known to be an overly sensitive measure that overestimates the distance between distributions. For example, consider two distributions defined by the dirac delta functions dðaÞ and dða þ Þ; for a 2 R. For any , the TV between the two distributions is 1, while they are intuitively similar. The PV resolves this problem by adding perturbations, and therefore is a natural extension of the TV. Notice, however, that the used to compute the PV need not be infinitesimal, and is defined by the user.
The PV can be seen as a conciliatory between the Wasserstein distance and the TV. As explained, it relaxes the sensitivity of the TV; however, it does not "over optimize" the transportation plan. Specifically, distances larger than the allowed perturbation are discarded. This aspect also contributes to the efficiency of computing of the PV from samples; see Section 2.2.
The Perturbed Variation on Discrete Distributions
Definition 2. Let p and q be two discrete distributions on the unified support fa 1 ; . . . ; a N g, and denote pða i Þ; qða i Þ for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N their probability mass functions. Define the neighborhood of a i as ngða i ; Þ ¼ fa j j rða j ; a i Þ g, then
Lemma 3. For two discrete distributions p and q, Problem (1) is equivalent to Problem (2).
The proof is provided in the appendix. Each row in the matrix Z 2 R NÂN corresponds to a point mass in p, and each column to a point mass in q. For each i, Zði; :Þ is zero in columns corresponding to non neighboring elements, and non-zero only for columns j for which transportation between qða j Þ ! pða i Þ is performed. The discrepancies between the distributions are depicted by the scalars w i and v i that count the "leftover" mass in pða i Þ and qða j Þ. The objective is to minimize these discrepancies, therefore matrix Z describes the optimal transportation plan constrained to -perturbations. The assigned value of the PV is in the range [0,1]. Notice that for any choice of we get PVðp; p; Þ ¼ 0, where the optimal Z is the identity matrix and all w; v values are zero. An example of an optimal plan is presented in Fig. 1 .
Estimation of the Perturbed Variation
Typically, we are given samples from which we would like to estimate the PV. Given two samples S 1 ¼ fx 1 ; . . . ; x n g and S 2 ¼ fy 1 ; . . . ; y m g, generated by distributions P and Q respectively, and let the neighborhood of example x i be ngðx i ; Þ ¼ fz j rðz; x i Þ g then c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ , min
where Z 2 R nÂm . When n ¼ m, the optimization in (3) is identical to (2) , as in this case the samples define a discrete distribution. However, when n 6 ¼ m Problem (3) also accounts for the difference in the size of the two samples. Problem (3) is a linear program with constraints that may be written as a totally unimodular matrix. It follows that one of the optimal solutions of (3) is integral [20] ; that is, the mass of each sample is transferred as a whole. This solution may be found by solving the maximum cardinality matching on an appropriate bipartite graph [20] . Let G ¼ ðV ¼ ðA; BÞ; EÞ define this graph, with A ¼ fx i j i ¼ 1; . . . ; ng and B ¼ fy j j j ¼ 1; . . . ; mg as its bipartite partition. The vertices x i 2 A are linked with edge weight zero to y j 2 ngðx i ; Þ. The solution to Problem (3) follows from the solution of a maximum cardinality matching on the graph: if x i ; y j vertices are matched then Z ij ¼ 1;
PV may be computed by applying maximum cardinality matching to graph G; see Algorithm 
Computational Complexity
The complexity of Algorithm 1 amounts to the complexity of the maximal matching step and of setting up the graph. Let jS 1 j ¼ n; jS 2 j ¼ m, and let k be the average number of neighbors of a sample. The average number of edges in the bipartite graph G is jEj ¼ n Â k. The maximal cardinality matching of this graph is obtained in Oðkn ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ðn þ mÞ p Þ steps, in the worst case [1] . Note that the number of neighbors reflects the sparsity of the graph, and affects the complexity.
The graph is constructed by computing the distances between all points. If this is done in a "brute force" manner, additional OðnmÞ should be added. In lower dimensions using suitable data structures, such as KD-trees, is advised instead. Further reduction in run time can be gained by computing the neighborhoods using approximate range search. This speedup would result in an approximation of c PV. In our experiments, we use this type of an approximation for the vision-tracking application. Its effect on the result was found to be negligible.
We note that the EMD is also formulated by a linear program that may be solved by optimal assignment. Yet, the weighted assignment problem of the EMD has a computational complexity which is more demanding than a maximal matching between neighbors. For example using the Hungarian algorithm, it has an OðN 3 Þ complexity, where N is the total number of vertices in the graph [1] , as well as the added complexity of clustering the data and computing the distances between signatures.
ANALYSIS
In this section we investigate the properties of c PV estimated from two samples. We provide upper bounds on the convergence rate of the sample-based PV estimate to its distributional value. The bounds are obtained by combining the convergence of the samples to their underlining distributions with the -perturbations, relaxing the need of pointwise convergence. We then complement these bounds with a lower bound on the number of samples needed to estimate the PV. Finally, we discuss the statistical robustness of the estimator, and show that it is highly robust to outliers.
Convergence of d
PV PV to PV PV : Upper Bounds
Our first result is for the convergence of the estimator for samples of two discrete distributions. Theorem 4. Given two i.i.d. samples S 1 ¼ fx 1 ; . . . ; x n g and S 2 ¼ fy 1 ; . . . ; y m g (n m) generated by two discrete distributions p and q respectively. Let N be the support of the distributions. Then, for any d 2 ð0; 1Þ and h ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2ðlogð2ð2 N À2ÞÞþlogð1=dÞÞ n q we have that
There are two main components to the proof of Theorem 4. First, we bound the difference between the estimated c PV and PV by the total variation between the empirical and discrete distributions. This is done by employing the special form of Problem (2) . Then, we apply convergence rates bounds to the total variation between the discrete distributions.
The proof of the theorem requires auxiliary lemmas. We present an equivalent formulation of Problem (2) that replaces the nonnegative constraints on the variables w; v with a modified objective:
Subject to :
Lemma 5. Problem (4) is equivalent to Problem (2) .
Note that any solution of Problem (2) is a feasible solution of Problem (4), therefore the optimum PVðp; q; Þ ! PV eq ðp; q; Þ. To prove the lemma, we construct a solution to Problem (2) that realizes the equality. The suggested solution is a modification of an optimal solution to Problem (4), such that the negative weights are redistributed. The proof of the lemma is provided in the appendix.
The next lemma bounds the difference between the value of PV on two discrete distributions and its value on their empirical estimates. Lemma 6. Let p; q be two discrete distributions, andp;q their empirical estimates. Then jPVðp;q; Þ À PVðp; q; Þj 1 2 ðkp Àpk 1 þ kq Àqk 1 Þ:
Proof. We begin by bounding the difference PVðp;q; ÞÀ PVðp; q; Þ. By applying Lemma 5, this is equivalent to bounding the difference between PV eq ðp;q; Þ and PVðp; q; Þ. To do so, we take the optimal variables that attain PVðp; q; Þ and make the needed changes to get a feasible, suboptimal, solution of Problem (4) betweenp andq. This solution is then used to upper bound the value of PV eq ðp;q; Þ. Let optðp; qÞ ¼ fZ Ã ; w Ã ; v Ã g be the optimal arguments that attain PVðp; q; Þ: If we substitute the variables optðp; qÞ into Problem (4) defined for distributionsp;q we may obtain an unfeasible solution. To transform this solution to a feasible one we fix the violated constraints as follows. Consider the following correction to optðp; qÞ :
These values correct the violated constraints in Problem (4)
vg is a feasible solution to Problem (4) forp andq. Note that w and v may have negative elements while w Ã ; v Ã are nonnegative. Next, we use this solution to bound the difference between the objectives:
The first inequality is due to the sub-optimality of the solution f Z; w; vg, and the second inequality is due to the triangle inequality. Applying an analogous procedure starting at the optimal solution forp;q and finding a feasible solution for distributions p; q gives the complimentary bound.
t u
We use the following result provided by [22] (Theorem 2.1) for convergence rates of the discrete distributions.
Lemma 7. Let m be a probability distribution on the set A. Let X ¼ x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N be i.i.d. random variables distributed according to m, andm N the resulting empirical distribution. Then, for h > 0
The proof of Theorem 4 is obtained by applying the above auxiliary lemmas: Setting the result to 1 À d and extracting h concludes the proof.
Next, we extend the convergence result to continuous distributions P and Q. For this result, we first bound the relations between the continuous and sampled versions of the PV, as well as an intermediate version defined over a discretization of the domain. We assume the domain X is totally bounded, and for simplicity of presentation assume that the ground distance is r ¼ k Á k 1 , yet similar results can be obtained for other metric spaces using appropriate covers.
where d is the dimension of the domain. Namely, each bin a i 2 CðuÞ is the center of a box, defined by Bða i ; kk Á k 1 ; The relation between the different versions of the PV, continuous, sampled and discretized, is provided in the next lemma. To form this relation, we define the -neighborhood of a bin a k 2 CðuÞ as NGða k ; u; Þ ¼ fz j z 2 Bða i ; k Á k 1 ; u=2Þ; ka k À a i k 1 g. While, as before, the -neighborhood of x 2 X is defined as ngðx; Þ ¼ fz j kx À zk 1 g.
. . . ; x n g $ P and S 2 ¼ fy 1 ; . . . ; y m g $ Q be two samples. Let p u and q u be the u-discretization of P and Q, and letp u andq u be the u-discretization of S 1 and S 2 .
The following relations hold for any ! 2u and ground distance r ¼ k Á k 1 : Proof. Let sample x 2 S 1 belong to bin a k inp u : x i 2 Bða k ; k Á k 1 ; u 2 Þ. Left hand side of (5): For any y j 2 ngðx i ; Þ we have that
Therefore, y j 2 ngða k ; þ u 2 Þ, and by definition,
We get that ngðx i ; Þ NGða k ; u; þ uÞ for all x i 2 Bða k ; k Á k 1 ; u=2Þ. By the PV formulation, a larger neighborhood implies more transportation may be applied between neighbors (there are more non-zero edges in the bipartite graph), and therefore the PV value may decrease; that is, PVðp u ;q u ; þ uÞ c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ: Right hand side of (5): Let y j 2 Bða h ; k Á k 1 ; u 2 Þ and also y j 2 NGða k ; u; À uÞ (i.e. ka h À a k k À u). We have that
Therefore, y j 2 ngðx i ; Þ: In other words, NGða k ; u; À uÞ ngðx i ; Þ for all x i 2 Bða k ; k Á k 1 ; u=2Þ; which results in c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ PVðp u ;q u ; À uÞ. The inequalities in (6) hold from equivalent assertions between continuous distributions and their u-discretization. t u
Employing the relations between the PV versions we obtain the following variation of Theorem 4 for continuous distributions.
and S 2 ¼ fy 1 ; . . . ; y m g 2 R d ðn mÞ generated by the continuous distributions P and Q, respectively. Let the ground distance be r ¼ k Á k 1 and let N ðuÞ be the cardinality of the u-discretization of the support. Then, for any d 2 ð0; 1Þ; > 2u; and h ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2ðlogð2ð2 N ðuÞ À2ÞÞþlogð1=dÞÞ n q we have that
The estimator is consistent when N ðuÞ=n ! 0; as n ! 1 and u ! 0:
Proof. By applying Lemma 9 twice and Lemma 6 we have that
Similarly, c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ is bounded from below by PVðP; Q; þ 2uÞ À 1 2 ðkp u Àp u k 1 þ kq u Àq u k 1 Þ:
The proof is completed by combining the above result with the convergence bound of Lemma 7. t u
Lower Bound
In the following theorem, we present a lower bound on the convergence rate. The theorem is stated for the PV with the euclidean distance as a ground distance. For example, if we plug in d ¼ 0:01; h ¼ 0:5, then for any 37 N 0:25e dð1À 2 2 Þ=2 we have that c PV > 0:5 with probability at least 0.99. Put simply, the theorem shows that for this choice of distributions and a sample size that is smaller than Oðe d Þ, there is a high probability that the value of the estimated c PV is far form PV. For the proof of the theorem we use the following well known result.
Lemma 12 (Measure of spherical cap (Lemma 2.2 [3] )).
Define the spherical cap about a point x on S dÀ1 of radius r and a metric r as Cðr; xÞ ¼ z 2 S dÀ1 j rðz; xÞ r È É . Then for 0 1 À r 2 =2 < 1, the cap Cðr; xÞ has a measure at most e Àdð1Àr 2 =2Þ 2 =2 :
Proof of Theorem 11. Define the set of -neighbors from sample S 2 of example x i 2 S 1 as ng S 2 ðx i ; Þ ¼ fy j j y j 2 S 2 ; rðx i ; y j Þ g: Let p ¼ : pðxÞ ¼ Pðng S 2 ðx; Þ ¼ ;Þ be the probability of an empty neighbor set of some x 2 S dÀ1 . By applying the union bound and Lemma 12 we have that
Next, we consider the probability that c PV S 1 ; S 2 ; ð Þis greater than some 0 h < 1. Since PV ðP; Q; Þ ¼ 0 this is also the difference between the empirical and distributional PV. Let E ¼ fx i 2 S 1 j ng S 2 ðx i ; Þ ¼ ;g be the set of samples in S 1 without neighbors, and N E its cardinality. When N E =N > h, i.e., the fraction of samples in S 1 without any neighbors in S 2 is greater than h, we have that c PV ðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ > h. Therefore
where the last inequality is by Chernoff's inequality. Choose 0 h < 2=3 and Ne Àdðð1À 2 2 Þ 2 Þ=2 < h=2. By (7) we have that p À h ! 1 À Ne Àdð1À 2 2 Þ=2 À h > 1 À 3h=2 > 0: Substituting this result in (8) we get Pð c PV ðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ > hÞ ! 1 À expðÀ2Nð1 À 3h=2Þ 2 Þ:
Choose N ! logð1=dÞ=2ð1 À 3h=2Þ 2 to obtain the theorem statement.
We state several observations with regards to the convergence of the PV estimator.
1) The convergence of Theorem 10 depends on the cardinality of the cover N ðÞ; which strongly depends on the dimension. As shown in Theorem 11 this convergence rate is inherent, and without making any further assumptions on the distribution, this rate is unavoidable and is an instance of the "curse of dimensionality". Notice, however, that the dependency is on the size of the cover, which can be smaller than the worse case Oð1=u d Þ; for example, if the distributions lie on a lower dimensional manifold. In other words, the size of the cover is dependent on the intrinsic dimensionality of the distributions. 2) Bias & Variance of the estimator: The value of the PV estimator is almost identical for two data sets differing only on one sample (Lemma 15). Therefore, by applying McDiarmid's inequality, the probability that the estimate deviates from its mean by some value decays exponentially. Namely, the variance of the estimator decays exponentially with the sample size and is distribution free. The variance does not depend on the data's dimensionality, while the bias is distribution dependent. 3) It is possible to use multiple projections of the samples to a single dimension to produce similar convergence bounds which are not dependent on the dimension but on the number of projections. These type of bounds require a further assumption that when the two distributions are different there also exists a one dimensional projection that distinguishes between them.
Statistical Robustness of d PV
We turn to discuss the robustness of the PV estimator. 
where bðN 0 ; X N ;ûÞ ¼ sup X 0 2X N 0 Nû ðX 0 Þ ÀûðX N Þ :
The definition may be generalized to cases where the estimator takes values in some bounded set B: define FBPðû; X N Þ as the smallest fraction N 0 N for which the estima-torûðX 0 Þ, when applied to a suitable corrupted sample X 0 , can take values outside of any compact neighborhood of uðX N Þ contained in the interior B. Specifically, for the case of the c PV estimator, which takes the values c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ 2 ½0; 1; let
:
The FBP of the PV is given in the next theorem.
Notice that the breakdown point is dependent of the samples S 1 ; S 2 . In the extreme case where c PVðS 1 ; S 2 ; Þ reaches its maximum value of 1; the value is meaningless, as there is no arbitrary replacement of examples that can obtain a larger value. On the other hand, when the estimator equals to zero, that is the two samples are found to be close, the breakdown point is 0:5: half of the samples need to be contaminated for the estimator to breakdown. The proof of Theorem 14 is a straightforward result of the following lemma.
Lemma 15. For any two samples S 1 S 2 and X N ¼ S 1 [ S 2 ð S 1 j j ¼ S 2 j j ¼ n; N ¼ 2nÞ, each arbitrary replacement changes the estimator by at most 2 N , therefore bðN 0 ; X N ; c PV Þ ¼ 2N 0 N : Proof. Replacing a point in either S 1 or S 2 by an arbitrary value has the following effect. If the point is part of the matching between S 1 and S 2 ; it breaks a single connection in the matching, thus enlarging the objective of the new optimal mapping by at most 2 N : Otherwise, the value of c PV remains the same. The supremum in the definition of bðN 0 ; X N ; c PVÞ is obtained when every replacement breaks a unique match. t u
STATISTICAL INFERENCE
We construct two types of complementary procedures for hypothesis testing of similarity and dissimilarity. In the first, given 0 g < 1, we distinguish between the null hypothesis H 0 : PVðP; Q; Þ g, which implies similarity, and the alternative hypothesis H 1 : PVðP; Q; Þ > g. In the second, we test whether two distributions are similar by flipping the role of the null and the alternative. When g ¼ 0, this test is a relaxed version of the two sample problem. Using PVðP; Q; Þ ¼ 0 instead of P ¼ Q (TSP) as the null, allows for some distinction between the distributions, which gives the needed relaxation to capture similarity. The hypothesis tests presented above may be constructed by applying the finite sample analysis presented in Section 3. However, using the bounds of Theorems 4 and 10 for inference may result in a conservative test. A different approach is to apply bootstrapping for approximations of confidence intervals of the PV estimation.
The idea of bootstrapping for estimating CIs is based on a two step procedure: approximation of the sampling distribution of the statistic by resampling with replacement from the initial sample-the bootstrap stage-following, a computation of its CI based on the resulting distribution. Specifically, to estimate the distribution of the PV statistic, we create many bootstrap samples under the same conditions on which our original statistic was computed, that is, we resample with replacement from the initial samples S 1 and S 2 separately and compute our PV statistic on each of these samples. Next, we use these values to estimate the CI.
We propose to estimate the CI by Bootstrap Bias-Corrected accelerated (BCa) interval, which adjusts the simple percentile method to correct for bias and skewness [4] . The BCa is known for its high accuracy; particularly, it can be shown, that the BCa interval converges to the theoretical CI with rate OðN À1 Þ, where N is the sample size.
Using the CI, a hypothesis test may be formed as follows: the null H 0 : PVðP; Q; Þ g is rejected with significance a if the range ½0; g 6 & ½CI; CI. For the second test, we apply the principle of CI inclusion [23] , which states that if ½CI; CI & ½0; g, dissimilarity is rejected and similarity deduced.
The following example demonstrates the effect of the choice of on the statistical power of the test. Consider P $ U½0; 1 and Q $ U½DðÞ; 1 þ DðÞ, where DðÞ 2 ½0; 2 is a varying size of perturbation. We test the null H 0 : PV ðP; Q; Þ ¼ 0 for different values and 10 equally spaced values of DðÞ. Namely, the values of PV for the 10 distribution pairs are ½0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 5 ; 2 5 ; 3 5 ; 4 5 ; : five distribution pairs are similar according to H 0 and five are dissimilar. The false-rejection rate, i.e., the type-1 error, was kept at a significance level a ¼ 0:05. Fig. 2 shows the type-2 error of the bounds in Theorem 10, averaged over the five false hypotheses for each value of ; and over 500 random repetitions. As expected, the power of the test increases as the sample size grows. When finer perturbations need to be detected, more samples are needed to gain statistical power. For the BCa CI the type-1 and type-2 errors were smaller than 0.05 for all the sample sizes (not shown in figure) , which implies the convergence of c PV was fast. Note that any statistic for the TSP would have rejected similarity for any DðÞ > 0 given a sufficient sample size. Remark 1. It is possible to form similarity tests for other distance measures, which are originally formed for a twosample test, by applying bootstrapping in a similar manner. However, the PV is more suited to test similarity as its similarity rate is chosen in the domain of the problem. Namely, the rate of similarity has a perceptual interpretation and therefore can be chosen by the user, who can perceive what form of similarity is being tested.
APPLICATIONS
We present a number of applications of the PV score. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we apply the PV for ranking similarity. We compare the performance of the PV against other known distributional distances: the multivariate extension of the Wald-Wolfowitz score of Friedman & Rafsky (FR) [6] , Schilling's nearest neighbors score (KNN) [19] , and the maximum mean discrepancy score of Gretton et al. [8] (MMD). The tuning parameter for the methods-k for the KNN, s for the MMD (with RBF kernel), and for the PVwere chosen by cross-validation, where the objective was to optimize the final performance of the task. The euclidean distance was used in all methods as a base distance. In Section 5.3 we present an algorithm for visual tracking that applies the PV and compares its performance against available tracking algorithms.
Video Retrieval
The following experiment tests the ability of different distributional distances to predict similarity between video clips. We consider the frames of a video as examples from a distribution, and different variations of a video as samples from different yet similar distributions. The data that we used were collected and generated by [21] , and includes 1,083 videos of commercials, each of about 1,500 frames (25 fps). Twenty unique videos were selected as query videos, each of which has one similar clip in the collection, to which eight more similar clips were generated by different transformations: brightness increased/decreased, saturation increased/decreased, borders cropped, logo inserted, randomly dropped frames, and added noise frames. Lastly, each frame of a video was transformed to a 32-RGB representation.
To test the performance of a score we computed the similarity rate for each query video to all videos in the set and ranked the position of each video. The ranking performance of the methods was measured by precision-recall curves, and the mean average precision (MAP). The MAP is computed as follows. Let T and R denote the number of total videos and the number of similar videos to a given query respectively. For each query video, we define r i 2 ½1; T À 1 as the similarity rank of the ith similar video (1 i R). The Average Precision for a query is: AP ¼ 1=R P i i=r i , and the MAP is the average of the AP over the queries.
The results show that the PV and the KNN score are invariant to most of the transformations, and outperform the FR and MMD methods ( Table 1 and Fig. 3a) . Brightness changes were found to be most problematic for the PV, which implies that for this type of distortion the simple RGB representation may not be sufficient to capture the similarity.
Sensor Based Recognition
Next, we tested for gait similarity of female and male subjects; same gender samples are assumed similar. We used gait data that was recorded by a mobile phone, available at [5] . The dataset contains two sets of 15 min walks of 20 individuals, 10 women and 10 men. As features we used the magnitude of the triaxial accelerometer. We cut the raw data to intervals of approximately 0.5 secs, without identification of gait cycles. In this manner, each walk is represented by a collection of about 1,500 intervals. An initial scaling to ½0; 1 was performed once for the whole set. The comparison was done by ranking by gender for each reference walk the remaining 39 samples.
The precision-recall curves in Fig. 3b show that the PV is able to retrieve with higher precision in the mid-recall range. For the early recall points the PV did not show the best performance. Interestingly, we found that a smaller improved the PV performance on early recall points. This behavior reflects the flexibility of the PV, expressed by the hyperparameter . The MAP results presented in Table 1 show that the PV had better performance on the female subjects. The subject information sheet shows that the range of weight and height within the female group is 50-77 Kg and 1.6-1.8 m, while within the male group it is 47-100 Kg and 1.65-1.93 m; that is, the male group has high variability. This variability had the largest effect on the PV, whose sensitivity may be a result of its binary classification of neighbors/non-neighbors examples. In the female group the subjects are more similar and therefore the precision of the PV is higher.
We also tested the PV performance on the Auslan sign language data set [10] . The data consists of signs collected by position trackers and instrumented gloves, which provide in total 22 attributes. Each observation is a recording of a sign, with an average length of 57 frames. There are 95 different signs recorded, with 27 observations for each sign (in total 2,565). Before processing, we centered each observation to be zero mean. Our hypothesis was that observations of the same sign are generated by a similar process, and therefore have similar distributions. To test for similarity, we repeatedly took one observation as our query, and ranked the rest of the observations according to similarity. The results show that the PV captured similarity better than the other methods on this task (Table 1, Fig. 3c ).
Visual Object Tracking
In the following we propose a simple tracking algorithm that finds the object in a new frame using the PV similarity score. A histogram or cluster based representation of the object is often used when tracking a possibly non rigid object. The histogram provides a high level abstraction of the object's location as well as other features, such as color, chosen for tracking. Instead, we exploits the low computational complexity of the PV and perform tracking directly on the pixelwise representation of the image. Using a pixel-wise representation instead of a histogram ensures that no information is lost in the abstraction.
Intuitively, an object may be tracked using the PV since the distribution of the pixels corresponding to the object remains similar throughout the video. The similarity defined by the PV permits perturbations of the pixels and therefore shape deformations can be easily tracked. The permitted variations between the object in different frames should be accounted for by an appropriate definition of the neighborhood of a pixel. For example, if we expect the object to shift by at most 5 pixels between frames, for spatial similarity may be taken as 5. In this manner we may exploit our understanding of the problem. Algorithm 2 presents the steps for finding the object's center of mass CM n and bounding box B n in a new frame F n . The target's representation S 1 is obtained from the initial frame, which is marked with a target box around the object by the user. The object is extracted from the background by an initial PV match between the sample set inside ðS box Þ and outside ðS background Þ the box, unmatched pixels represent the object (see Fig. 4g for an example of an extracted object). The sample sets S box ; S background ; S 1 denote the chosen features representation of the corresponding pixels. The search region R is defined as a box around the center of mass (CM nÀ1 ) of the previous frame. The new location of the object is defined by the PV match between S 1 and the points in the search box S 2 ; after some noise is removed.
We also consider a simple extension to Algorithm 2 that makes it more suitable for scale changes: instead of considering a single target S 1 we consider three scaled variations (smaller, normal and larger) of the target and choose the match (step 2) with the lowest PV value.
Any feature descriptors may be chosen by the user. In our experiments we use the spatial location centered around the CM and a normalized HSV color representation. The neighborhood may also be defined freely by the user. It can be defined on the concatenated feature representation, using some ground distance and value, or on each feature separately, by letting the intersection of neighborhoods define the neighborhood. In our experiments we use the latter. We use the Euclidean distance as ground distance, and set spatial in the range 5 À 15 (pixels), and color in 3 À 5 percent.We did not exhaustively search the parameter space, but chose these ranges as they represent the expected variation in the space and color of the object. We compare the results of Algorithm 2 with the added scaling extension (considered scales are 0:75; 1; 1:5 of the object) with five tracking algorithms: visual tracking decomposition (VTD) [12] , multiple instance learning (MIL) [2] , incremental visual tracking (IVT) [16] , online adaboost (OAB) [7] and locally orderless tracking (LOT) [15] . The sequences used for tracking are benchmarks of colored videos used in other publications. 1 Quantitative results using the PASCAL VOC [13] criterion are presented in Table 2 .
Algorithm 2. Visual Tracking by PV Similarity
Examples of the quality of the PV tracker are presented in Fig. 4 . The run time using a python implementation and an approximate KD-tree for the neighborhood search was $1 sec per frame for an object of about 50 Â 50 pixels. Out of this time, a single computation of a PV matching was $0:05 sec.
The PV tracking algorithm managed to track scale changes, non-rigid shape deformations, partial occlusions, and surprisingly outperformed most state-of-the-art trackers on most sequences. Yet, we note that the proposed algorithm is naive, that does not expect the neighborhood definitions to change throughout the video. For example, if at some point there is a very fast movement not accounted for by the neighborhood initially defined, the tracker may "lose" the object. This was observed in the Lemming sequence (the tracker managed to lock onto the object in later frames). Each search region is defined by the tracking in the previous frame, therefore a miss tracked frame could cause the tracking to fail. There are multiple ways to improve the algorithm and to make it more robust, for example, considering multiple search boxes and a neighborhood definition that is updated during the tracking process. In this paper we wanted to show the potential of the PV for visual tracking, and indeed our results show that even this naive algorithm performs very well on benchmark datasets.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new measure that rates the similarity between two multivariate distributions. The sensitivity of the PV, reflected by the parameter , allows for flexibility in defining similarity. The selection of the neighborhood where perturbations are permitted is domain specific and reflects the notion of similarity in a given application. We believe this makes the PV an attractive score for meaningful testing of similarity.
The PV can be efficiently estimated from samples and is robust to outliers. These properties are a result of its simple binary classification of points as neighbors or non-neighbors, which removes the need to optimize distances of faraway points. In this manner, the PV captures only the essential information to describe similarity. Although it is not a metric, our experiments show that it captures the distance between similar distributions as well as standard distributional distances.
Our work also includes convergence analysis of the PV. Based on this analysis we provide tests that give statistical significance to the resulting score. Our bounds depend on the dimension, however, in cases where the generating distributions lie on a lower dimensional manifold, statistical power can be gained by applying bootstrapping. Since, in these cases, the intrinsic dimension is lower than the domain's dimension.
Computing the PV gives insight to the areas of discrepancy; namely, the areas of the unmatched samples. This unique aspect of the PV is used in our visual tracking algorithm. It uses the matched areas to mark the object in the new frame, which remains similar throughout the video.
The PV similarity measure may be applied to other important problems. For example, in feature selection, the PV can be used to select good discriminative features, namely, the features with a high PV between the class conditional distributions. It is also interesting to use the PV in transfer learning and domain adaptations schemes, in which the source and target distributions are assumed similar but not identical. The PV may be used to measure the rate of similarity between the domains, and to build a learning algorithm that is robust to these changes.
APPENDIX
In this section we provide proofs of Lemmas 3 and 5.
Lemma 16. For two discrete distributions p and q, Problem (1) is equivalent to Problem (2).
Proof. For two discrete distributions p and q that are defined on the support fa 1 ; . . . ; a N g, denote pða i Þ; qða i Þ for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N their probability mass functions. According to the definition of the PV in (1), we need to minimize the probability under the joint distribution m ¼ fm ij g N i;j¼1 of the random variables X $ p and Y $ q : PVðp; q; Þ¼ : arg min m X N i;j¼1 m ij 1½rða i ; a j Þ > ;
where 1½z > 0 denotes the indicator function, which is one when z > 0 and zero otherwise. The following constraints are applied to the distribution m for all i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; N :
Both p and q are probability distributions with total mass 1, therefore we also have that P ij m ij ¼ 1: We now transform the minimization problem to its form in Problem (2) . Notice that the objective in (9) is to minimize over the sum of elements that are not À neighbors, and that the contribution of each element is equal. Therefore, we may reduce the number of variables by defining the following auxiliary variables: The results for algorithms IVT, OAB, MIL, VDT, and LOT were taken from [15] .
The proof is completed by replacing the distribution m with the auxiliary variables. Inserting the above variables into the objective (9):
Inserting the variables into the constraints (10), we have that w; v; Z ! 0; and Proof. First note that any solution of Problem (2) is a feasible solution of Problem (4), therefore the optimum PVðp; q; Þ ! PV eq ðp; q; Þ. We construct a solution of (2) that realizes the equality, and therefore is optimal. We show that any solution of (4) has a corresponding solution of (2) with the same objective value. Let fw Ã i ; v Ã j ; Z Ã ij g be the solution to (4) . Consider the following solution f w i ; v i ; Z ij g to (2):
where Z is the solution to:
In words, the value of Z is a modified transportation matrix such that less mass is transferred in total: P ij Z ij P ij Z Ã ij . The difference between the two matrices accounts for the excess transport from q to p by Z Ã , which resulted in negative w; v values.
For the time being, assume that the right hand side (r.h.s) of (13a)-(13c) are nonnegative. If this is the case, there is a nonnegative matrix Z such that Problem ( (5)) is feasible. To see this, consider the following greedy procedure. First reduce the values in the rows fi : w Ã i 0g of Z Ã such that P j2ngði;ÞẐ ij ¼ P j2ngði;Þ Z Ã ij À jw Ã i j; and other-wiseẐ ij ¼ Z Ã ij . The matrixẐ attains inequality (13a). Then, reduce from the columns fj : v Ã j 0 \ P i2ngðj;Þ Z ij ! P i2ngðj;Þ Z Ã ij À jv Ã j jg of matrixẐ the needed amount such that P i2ngðj;Þ Z ij ¼ P i2ngðj;Þ Z Ã ij À jv Ã j j; and otherwisê Z ij ¼Ẑ ij . MatrixẐ maintains inequalities (13a) and (13b). Notice that due to the prior row reduction, the amount reduced may be smaller than jv Ã j j: The total amount reduced from Z Ã in both steps is thus at most P i ðjw Ã i j1 ½w Ã i 0 þ jv Ã i j1 ½v Ã i 0 Þ. We get that
Lastly, matrix Z is obtained by further reduction from elements ofẐ such that equality (13a) is realized. This last step maintains inequalities (13b) and (13c). Assuming the r.h.s of (13a)-(13c) is nonnegative, the three steps may be performed such that Z remains nonnegative, which maintains (13d). It remains to show that the r.h.s of (13a)-(13c) are nonnegative. It may be verified that the r.h.s of (13a) and (13b) are nonnegative by inserting the constraints of Problem 4 to variables fw Ã i ; v Ã j ; Z Ã ij g. By the same constraints we have that
Therefore, the r.h.s of (13a) is at most
where the last inequality holds as PV eq ðp; q; Þ PVðp; q; Þ 1 and therefore P i ðjw i j þ jv j jÞ 2: Next, we verify that the proposed solution f w i ; v i ; Z ij g is a feasible solution to Problem (2) . The constraints (2a) -(2c) are attained by definition, and
To verify that the objective values of the proposed solution to Problem (2) and the solution to Problem (4) are equal, subtitute in equations (11),(12) the value of P ij Z ij using equality (13a) and sum over all indices:
